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Landing Pages, and Links for posting Micro-blogs PLEASE ADD YOUR ENERGY TO OUR SITE. These
are "Link-in" tools that anyone can use.
They are made up of a teaser sentence and a link to the appropriate "landing page" (204 on this pdf).
Each pair is a Twitter post, or Facebook post or any micro-blogging social media site etc. etc.
Just keep this pdf on your desktop, and when on Facebook, make one post at the beginning and one at
the finish of your session.
Cycle these posts through your sites at whatever rate you desire, and bring your friends into our party.
Remember this is a toolbox for communication, and not a good way to link to and surf webpages. For
surfing these pages, it is kind of "pot luck", because I sorted them on purpose in a random order, so that
consecutive posts would not all be by the same teacher. The numbers are just for your reference, (so that you
can keep track of which was your last post). Lots of links, not because I am suggesting a very big job, but
so you don't have to repeat.
You can also cruise the links and watch our Youtube videos. Make a comment on the ones you like!
Please help us spread the word by posting a sampling of these links on any micro-blogging site that
you have, and THANKS!
1) Something, talking about nothing, makes another something, to do about it.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-obsolete-teaching
2) Let tension remain tension. but do not make it into apprehension.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/do-teaching-seems-skillful
3) On the one side there are the Pandavas who represent the positive thoughts in you
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/mahabharata-one-version
4) 7:57 min video, When the ability to just see stories pass by, then what's left?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-just-try-it
5) Pretty good poems make you reflect.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/masterpiece-0
6) video What is the draw towards a loving experience, desire for happiness?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-all-teachings-dissolve
7) What is Now? This seems to be the only relevant question. All others point to what isn't now?
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/what-now
8) 2:58 min video, What can happen when we bring our attention to, Here?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/moni-vangolen-journey-inward
9) 6:35 min video, The attitude and the dialog, I don't like this, this is the key that unlocks
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-it
10) 4:32 min video, Projection is the most fantastic flexibility of this life form
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-nothing-happening
11) 2:05 min video, Everybody has their life, and they're taking it so so seriously.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-fun-it
12) 7:03 min, Where is the relationship, where is the 'We' that I am trying to improve?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jeff-foster-relationship
13) Introduce yourself.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/self-transformation-0
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14) 3:06 min video, How does this show up in your life? Can you see it?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/richard-lang-and-catherine-harding-ease
15) 5:52 min video Lots of presenters want to shake up the box, but we want to fill it
http://nevernothere.com/hello/cathferine-harding-village
16) Understanding...it ́s not really understanding, it ́s more like you get used to it somehow
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/living-paradox
17) 5:05 min, There's a part of me wanting to have that peace and understanding
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-nothing-happening
18) Let the mystical interrupt your reasoning for a moment.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/when-our-concepts-are-blown
19) Hierarchy of talking: 1 it's necessary, 2 helpful but harmful, 3 hot air, 4 damaging
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ellie-roozdar-stillness
20) 6:13 min video, without personal discovery, only the grounding of our grandfathers
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tom-nehrer-space-discovery
21) 5:44 min video, Following some imagination, can be very fun, (or not)
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-come-back
22) 7:41 min video, Deeper than words, a space of connection, a breath of life
http://nevernothere.com/hello/katie-and-sundance-serve-truth
23) You can ask a question to the world.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/what-keeping-attetion-away
24) video All you have to deal with is your own (impersonal) presently conscious stuff
http://nevernothere.com/hello/peter-dziuban-whats-real
25) Lots of responsive people engage with this site.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/seeing-not-seperate-appearance
26) What is there in the immensity of existence that is outside of awareness?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/peter-dziuban-how-effortless
27) 9:43 min video, There is a tendency to believe everything that you think.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/sundance-burke-perfect-picture
28) 4:13 min, There is a separate me that cannot allow this, that what is happening
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jeff-foster-about-depression
29) 3:33 min video What is the limit of attention, why is it linear, on thoughts or feelings
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-mystery
30) Questions and Answers from the author
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/scott-kiloby-1st-qa-responses
31) a traditional festival that includes an all night long vigil
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/night-yogi
32) 2:52 min, This clump of thinking that there is something to do to know who I am
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffes-it-all-has-value
33) I was a seeker who thought that devotional (like bhakti) is interesting
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/inquisitive-way-versus-devotional
34) 8:18 min video, I am doing, now I am not doing. It is this I that is false.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-i-breaks
35) 9:41 min video, That which is seeing everything is that which we truly are.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/sundance-burke-simple-secret
36) 0:53 min video, Is it useful to have a focus for Intellegence?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-focus
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37) 4:45 min video We keep searching for the Real World, or just assuming that it exists?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-real-world
38) 2:37 min, The same energy will show up in different ways and move into story.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/florian-schlosser-shiva-shakti
39) 9:58 min video, The nature of the mind is doubt, making decisions is a huge issue
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-decision-making
40) 3:51 min video, Are you just absorbing? What role should I take on?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-no-role-play
41) 2:13 min video, Non Duality's value is applied only where it seems there is twoness.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-non-dual
42) 3:10 min video, No belief takes you to a higher place, if so, we would all be there
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-your-sense
43) 8:39 min video, Every time attentions wanders, it is not about a you that's lost.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/peter-dziuban-wandering
44) 4:54 min video, Ideas that it could be different than it is, keeps people running
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-how-enough
45) 6:46 min video, A Delicate Delivery of the Truth to get beyond any defense
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-everything-here
46) 5:54 min video Children / Raising 2 of the seemingly most separate of beings.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-raising-children
47) video, This Clarity Bubble, I had never seen that before, no one to even see it.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-clarity-bubble
48) 7:48 min video, I as Thought, as Emotion and Form is found as a limited dream
http://nevernothere.com/hello/katie-davis-essential-question
49) People are posting more and more interesting perceptions
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/alternate-perceptual-realities
50) 5:24 min, Can it be any other way that the whole notion of becoming exists right now?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/peter-dziuban-check
51) I was the 3rd character, handyman, lighting, sound and logistics man.
http://www.nevernothere.com/content/alright-now-we-are-history-corner
52) Is there such a thing as enlightened behavior? and thus unenlightened behavior?
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/saint-and-enlightened-one
53) What would happen following the thread that knitted all of your problems
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-fundamental-knot
54) Distinguish between genuine seeking and the seeking which is an egotistical mask
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/end-seeker
55) Musician links, pretty cool relaxing music.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/music-frits-van-der-ploeg
56) Reader's Club gets answers directly from author, ongoing.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/scott-kiloby-2nd-qa-responses
57) Talking about Katie Davis's book
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/book-review-wake-joy
58) video, Take a break with Florian Schlosser, just about 6 meditative minutes.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/florian-schlosser-gently-resting
59) 3:05 min video, Can you really Know, that you are always the Truth?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ganesan-no-new-truth
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60) 8:46 min video, Coming back to the simplest understanding, that before any knowledge.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ganesan-concept
61) 5:42 min video, There is no magical moment where you are going to get everything
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-only-just-right
62) 9:21 min video, That I is superimposed on the watching of how life is unfolding
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-missing-it
63) music on a slide show of Nisargadatta photos
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/deva-premal
64) 3:07 min, Who actually is it, does it exist beyond our education, daily experiences?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/mooji-earliest-knowledge
65) Mooji
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/find-sufferer-satsang-mooji-new-york
66) The impetus that insists I think that next thought, and then why do I go with it?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-next-thought
67) 3:00 min video, Freedom is just another word for fullness beyond measure.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/moni-vangolen-freedom
68) 2:21 min video, How many times a day do we get upset? Does it work?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/isaac-shapiro-error-their-ways
69) 7:53 min video, Meet all the pain on the way down, or just a natural process anyway?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/moni-vangolen-embodyment
70) 5:21 min, All those big Global Stories can surely hypnotize the fear engine
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-hard-themselves
71) 7:18 min video, Mental participation, seems to be a drive for busyness
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-thoughts-pass-through
72) 1:28 min video An intellegent discerning ability can see where analysis is really needed
http://nevernothere.com/hello/moni-vangolen-button
73) 9:43 min video, If we don't move from awareness, even when problems come in?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/sundance-burke-no-problem
74) 4:30 min video, Awakening, a difference from being caught up in the story of me
http://nevernothere.com/hello/joan-tollifson-no-achieving
75) 1:50 min video, The methods to put out the fire, But who is the fire starter?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-put-out-fire
76) 1:19 min video, You think that you fall in love with something, like a person
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jeff-foster-love-everything
77) 7:35 min video, Are you believing in a long lasting separate entity?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-traveling-lighter
78) 4:43 min video, You Are That, then please drop the You, and also please drop the That.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ganesan-tat-twam-asi
79) 6:09 min, 2nd path of the book, going from a feeling to being able to actually point to it
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffes-book
80) 5:59 min video, We seem to assume that this mental state is a form of reality
http://nevernothere.com/hello/peter-dziuban-history
81) 3:02 min video, What False Belief has the power to mess with my life?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/john-sherman-false-belief
82) Once we eat from the fruits of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, what's it mean?
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/whats-point
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83) 10:19 min video, The spiritual search, (hopefully) eventually leads to exhaustion
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jeff-foster-life-it
84) Don't miss Scott Kiloby's 2nd video from his Living Realization text. It makes it very clear.
http://www.nevernothere.com/blog/appearances
85) 5:57 min, Not object consciousness, self consciousness, attention on the watcher
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ellie-roozdar-just-looking
86) 4:15 min video, What are these experiences? are they just another imagination?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/neelam-another-imagination
87) 4:23 min video We can go so long believing a category is stuck on ourself.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/moni-vangolen-crumbling-categories
88) 9:16 min video, There's got to be more than this, how can this be it?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/joan-tollifson-openness
89) 4:19 min video, Who am I without my Projects?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/mooji-projects
90) 3:09 min video, How big a piece of the Truth do you have a perception of?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/nirmala-experiencing-being
91) 7:42 min video, A force in each person, aims at apprehension of my interests
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-understanding
92) While you're attending something mind creates the illusion your missing it
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-inexpressible-whole
93) 2:15 min, If I can make a space for others, who else can do this but me?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/catherine-harding-changes-your-life
94) 0:40 min video, Nothing needs to change if everything takes on an immense new interest
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-no-work
95) 4:23 m video There are always people that will have trouble making connections in life
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-content
96) Quite a few e-books, they're new and offered for your download.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/download-your-copy-and-lets-get-started
97) Even after a 100 years, neo-advaita must be very delicate
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/ultimate-non-dual-transgression
98) 5:37 min, Oh my god, everything is impermanent, and that is only half of the story
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jeff-foster-form-formless
99) 6:26 min video, Radiant, peaceful, blissful, with a simplicity in the breath, life
http://nevernothere.com/hello/sundance-burke-be-still
100) 5:10 min video, Go to the center which is the self and see things anew
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-self-centeredness
101) Ronda LaRue is very precise on enlightenment.
http://www.nevernothere.com/blog/what-enlightenment
102) An assumption of being in something, and this is verified by trying to get out of it
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-selfing
103) 4:24 min video, It could take a momentary hit, something makes an impression.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-awareness-it
104) The eyes are open. I came here for this Mooji
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/leaving-today
105) 7:43 min video Is it a head start by more conditioning? in a way so innocent
http://nevernothere.com/hello/katie-davis-so-much-conditioning
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106) 8:39 min video, Stay in tune with the essance, then it becomes the master
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ellie-roozdar-self-remembering
107) It's a platform for good discussion.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/awakening-happens-when-it-happens
108) A result we wish to emulate, we Mock it Up hoping something will stick
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-description-prescription
109) 2:19 min video, Any idea about control is seen through as a total illusion.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-possibilities
110) video, Even the smallest things are so rich, 1st you have to be interested
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-practical-person
111) 9:07 min video, Between the string of words, something has the possibility to show up
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-rest
112) 3:40 min video Being Identified with what flows through your feeling matrix
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-bodily-sensations
113) 6:52 min video, Hardness has a defensiveness about it, beliefs are only thing to defend
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-softness
114) 3:56 min video, Missed an opportunity to give (or offer) ease to another
http://nevernothere.com/hello/richard-miller-giving-ease
115) Poems get to the point.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/spun-gold-0
116) 8:49 min video, Of what use are names and labels added to the concept of me?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ganesan-release-identification
117) 1 to forgive is yourself for buying in to such a story of blame
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/friendship-series-2nd-episode-marc-grecco
118) No words can ever capture the actuality of this one eternal present moment.
http://www.nevernothere.com/blog/tv-interview-ashland-rvtv
119) Video for Recognizing Present Awareness, with Scott Kiloby. What is it?
http://www.nevernothere.com/blog/video-recognizing-present-awareness
120) 2:10 min video It's all divine, the pleasantness and unpleasantness are shaped by my fears
http://nevernothere.com/hello/mooji-any-activity
121) 4:48 min video, This meditation is an awareness that we are going to be having forever
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ellie-roozdar-watcher
122) 1:13 min video What value is in the truth? None unless you live where it's missing
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-what-im-not
123) 5:57 min video, We are all now recovering from what we've done before to get relief.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-recovery
124) 3:57 min video, Everything is happening right now, even thoughts of the big bang
http://nevernothere.com/hello/peter-dziuban-assumptions
125) 9:54 min video, If you don't answer my mind's question, that's just avoidance
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-believing-thought
126) 5:33 min video, There is some yearning to be connected, can that be investigated?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/moni-vangolen-un-caused
127) 6:15 min video, Can you get into the habit of steering your attention, even somewhat?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/neelam-attention
128) 6:12 min video Upsets come and go, but it is like a radio show on in the background
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-thoughts-pass
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129) New experiment, find if there are natural barriers in people
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/friendship-series-1st-episode-marc-grecco
130) video, If we feel safety is compromised, natural reaction is to search in ideas
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-cause-separation
131) 8:16 min video, When things seem to be going right, we never think twice about life.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/mooji-adversity
132) Poetry is very popular on this site.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/awakening-0
133) 3:52 min video, There is an incredible stamina in all of us to meet challenges.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/pamela-wilson-so-many-ways
134) Original poetry
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/mind
135) NEVER about finding, getting somewhere, or making something happen.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/always-opposite-what-you-think-it
136) Affects lives of more and more people-even who has never been attracted
http://www.nevernothere.com/blog/something-much-bigger-me-thats-nnh
137) video, What is the nature of my momentum, life unfolding with this tendency?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-personal-thoughts
138) Share your favorite music or listen to others.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/meditation-music
139) 8:24 min video, A natural silence which recognizes itself, recognizing itself as it is
http://nevernothere.com/hello/moni-vangolen-content
140) Never explored life in the subtle shades of gray Is that the only place truth can hide?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-subtlety
141) Religions and practices focused on that one Key, that probably is already the case.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-meditation
142) Mooji dialogue from satsang in Port Chester
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/unhappy-just-thought
143) 4:57 min video, Looking through self centeredness was the overriding experience.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-what-do-i-do
144) 9:19 min video, Let's just speak of self itself, content is not a part of consciousness
http://nevernothere.com/hello/peter-dziuban-what
145) I Have ALWAYS Been This
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/i-have-always-been-mooji
146) Mooji
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/last-breath-youre-not-going-die-mooji
147) 6:05 min video, Talk about shock energy, a high level of disintegration
http://nevernothere.com/hello/florian-schlosser-collective-pain
148) 1:31 min video, Why do you watch our show, do we have you addicted?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/rakshita-watching-mexico
149) 3:17 min video, It is very economical, all I know is what to do next.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-i-dont-know
150) 5:13 min video, When you take a holy statement as a state, it becomes your own.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ganesan-statement-or-state
151) 4:30 min video, What you are entertaining, it's already in place, what is it?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-imaginary-object
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152) 6:42 min video, How could find myself doing this? Everything happens step by step.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/life-stillness-sees
153) Here's a great uplifting video, that'll make you laugh. Papaji
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/show-me-myself-video
154) video, If you were just here, you wouldn't have any beliefs nor any doubts
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-no-sureness-thought
155) 5:03 min, Second hand comforts, entertainment, busy-ness, foods, worry, to-do lists.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/pamela-willson-parched
156) Introduce yourself, Tony.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/touching-elephant
157) NNH Forum discussions, our meeting ground
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/what-kind-mind-do-you-have
158) 9:33 min video, Song and mantra can bring a new level of personal okayness
http://nevernothere.com/hello/bernie-heideman-gayatri-mantra
159) Is there free will to choose what happens? If so, where does it seem to function?
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/destiny-or-free-will
160) 6:04 min video, The Glue is the Daily Narrative that you hold in your Head
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-drinking-and-using
161) 2:24 min video, The beauty is more in the seeing than in what is seen.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/joan-tollifson-beauty-seeing
162) 3:11 min video, There is no prize in any of this stuff, try things to find that out
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-tenderness
163) More videos from Mooji.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/awakening-its-happening-mooji
164) Healing industries perspective, lack self confidence, abandonment and relationships
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-depression
165) 4:03 min video, Heart is nothing but the silence, Heart is a symbol of that.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ganesan-heart-silence
166) 6:28 min video, Amazing wisdom, close the mouth when it is not necessary
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ellie-roozdar-when-talk
167) You realize that you can take a break from your normal routine and be completely free
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/non-duality-riddle
168) Great discussion video among new friends
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/friendship-series-2nd-episode-marc-grecco
169) 7:32 min video, What wants to visit the reality of us today, this beauty that I am
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jeannie-zandi-welcome
170) 5:34 min video, Anything can be useful if it doesn't lead into another story
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-absence-nothing
171) 4:07 min video, You have to be honest with yourself to see where you are
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-enjoy-where-you-are
172) What if awareness of the One only comes about through the agency of human subjects?
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/one-not
173) 2:25 min video, What is the benefit, being conscious of being here only in this moment?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/moni-vangolen-benefit
174) Mooji videos are some of the most popular.
http://www.nevernothere.com/guest/mooji-guided-meditation
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175) A space where you can say what is true in this moment for you.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/imagined-battlefield
176) 10:01 min video, We are not guaranteed tomorrow, this is truly all that we have
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jeff-foster-never-good-enough
177) Our conditioning hasn't been to enjoy life, we believe that we need to wait.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/isaac-shapiro-waiting-better-day
178) I can say that I didn't have a big bang in which everything became clear.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/my-experiences-or-lack-thereof
179) 8:07 min video, This exact moment is your ego's biggest nightmare.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ellie-roozdar-chore
180) 1:02 min video, The attention likes to rest in itself, try it out?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/paul-hedderman-doing-and-having
181) Poetry very popular thread.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/fable-humanity
182) In Poetry, I am the kingdom that you seek, the simple truth that words can't speak.
http://www.nevernothere.com/blog/i-am-matt-kahn
183) 6:15 min video, Sometime it takes lots of full-on experiences, maybe belief in risk
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-experience
184) video, Will Power is a stress reaction, it's not easy to question this practice
http://nevernothere.com/hello/florian-schlosser-will-power
185) 1:54 min video, Seems silly to refute thoughts or play the game any less full heartedly
http://nevernothere.com/hello/suzanne-foxton-games
186) 1:51 min video, Absolutely free and available right now, but it can't be done.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jeff-foster-not-achievement
187) 4:08 min video See what the stillness is all about, not distraction with the technology
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jac-okeeffe-stillness
188) 10:05 min video, Richard Miller talks about what is up for 2010 with Never Not Here
http://nevernothere.com/hello/richard-miller-2010
189) 9:37 min video, Take a break with Kevin Griffin, about 9 meditative minutes.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/kevin-griffin-guided-meditation
190) 2:20 min video, Notice, that this can't leave you, life as it is, can't go anywhere.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jeff-foster-notice
191) Prolonged discussions dig deeply to the point.
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/discard-even-teaching
192) 7:13 min video, A master must be the embodiment of a realization
http://nevernothere.com/hello/mooji-guidance
193) 3:12 min video, It cannot be found cannot be lost, the life force emanating out of THAT.
http://nevernothere.com/hello/mooji-you-are
194) Could any advaitist speaker be so dynamic? Would it work, would it be well received?
http://www.nevernothere.com/blog/remarkable-effect-yes
195) 8:32 min video, Pointers have nothing to do with concepts, meant to break them
http://nevernothere.com/hello/jeff-foster-cannot-understand
196) Maren shares poetry
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/eternal-heart-susan-kahn
197) 10:00 min video, The fiction is believed that this place has got to be wrong
http://nevernothere.com/hello/chuck-hillig-divine-receiving
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198) If we see that we started from Love, and we are trying to get back to love
http://nevernothere.com/hello/tomas-stubbs-trace-thought-process
199) 8:09 min video, The interpreter-analyzer all from memory of past experience
http://nevernothere.com/hello/katie-davis-postponement-strategy
200) Video, The essence part of use, knows love, joy, peace, truth. Non-essence never does
http://nevernothere.com/hello/ellie-roozdar-happiness
201) Everything we try to exclude is included. No going anywhere, not inward nor outward.
http://www.nevernothere.com/blog/absolutely-effortless
202) 9:12 min video, What goes on all the time that we are not considering?
http://nevernothere.com/hello/sundance-burke-wholeness
203) 7:24 min video, Everyone has created their own prison, and has their own key to it
http://nevernothere.com/hello/life-heart-follows-passion
204) Original poem, Love Is Like This..
http://www.nevernothere.com/forum/love
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